1. DS provides percentage of qualified students at the time of result and declare the list of selected students with college name when final counseling of NEET has taken place. For authenticity & verification of result, DS puts the following documents on display for EVERY ONE, in the reception hall of institute.
   • Marksheet of all qualified students
   • Photocopy of allotment letters of selected students

2. DS publishes result ONLY of those students
   • Who were part of classroom program in selection year
   • Who took MBBS via NEET, AIIMS, JIPMER etc.

3. DS NEITHER TAKE CREDIT NOR PUBLISH PHOTOGRAPHS OF STUDENTS:
   • Who were not part of class room programs i.e. Crash Course, Distance, DLP and Online Test Series
   • Bachelor of Dental Science (BDS)
   • BMS, Ayurvedic, veterinary
   • Students who got admission via DMAT*

*For obvious reasons best known to everyone.

PARENTS SHOULD ASK THESE BASIC QUESTIONS FROM EVERY COACHING INSTITUTES.

• Have the claimed selected students gone through classroom-study throughout the year of selection?
• Have they just joined the DLP (Distance Learning Program), crash-course or test-series or removed some doubts only, and were not the part of classroom - study?
• Have the claimed students merely qualified in NEET or have been granted a college through NEET Counseling?
• What is the result of local branch? Have they included the results of other branches as well?
• Total number of students who appeared for NEET from long term classroom program of the coaching institute and out of them, how many got qualified and then subsequently got selected in colleges?
• Can the coaching institute show the marksheet of qualified students and allotment letters of selected students to them? (If not possible for the whole institute, atleast one can show of the local branch).